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boiled, makes the skin fair: and corrosive sublimate and
cerusa (white lead) makes the face white and shining.
For sunburn, white of egg and sugar-candy on the face
at night, washed off in barley-water in the morning, is pre-
scribed : and a clear skin is to be had by rubbing with the
rind or bruised seeds of melons. It will be obvious that
there were "plain" as well as "coloured" women in the
Borgian Era; i.e., those who went about their duty (of
cultivating their charms) in a wholesome way, and those
who used violent and nasty methods.
Messer Giambattista della Porta appears to have used
his science and magical art to invent "Some Sports against
Women"; which will show what the Borgian Era regarded
as permissible practical jokes. He says that, if you wish
to discover paint on a face, you must chew saffron before
breathing on her, and incontinently she yellows: or you
may burn brimstone near her, which will blacken mercury
sublimate and cerusa (white-lead): or you may chew cum-
min or garlic and breathe on her,, and her cerusa Or quick-
silver will decay. But if that you yearn to dye a woman
green, you must decoct a chameleon in her bath.
His tenth book deals with interminable and elaborate
processes of distillation and sublimation; proving that what
was said on a previous page concerning Letters and Art,
(viz., that the habit of the time was to think all of the work-
manship, and nothing of the material used,) was perfectly
true of Fifteenth-Century pharmacy also. These mages sat
and boiled their alembics and crucibles; and distilled, and
distilled, and sublimed, and sublimed, till the nature of
their stuff was lost, or utterly changed, instead of being
refined and concentrated as they vainly hoped. They were
just like boys, eager, sensible, ardent, inexperienced. They
made the inevitable blunders of adventurers. They com-
mitted the extravagances of human nature in unwonted cir-
cumstances ; and the wisdom of the Twentieth Century is
the fruit of the fooling of the Fifteenth.

